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16 AbslrOcl The ~nfluence of channel geometry 0:1 pressure losses 
and heat- transfer in non-c~rcular channels w~th hydraul~cally 
smooth walls was stud~ed. As a bas~c assurrpt~on for' the de-
script~on of this ~nfluence, new ~ntegral ~eometr~cal criteria, 
selected according to .experimental exper~ence, were ~ntroduced. 
Us~ng these new geometr~cal criter~a, a large set of exper~men-
tal data for pressure losses and heat.transfer ~n circular and 
annular channels w~tb long~tudinal f~ns was evaluated. In th~s 
way ~t was empir~cally proved that the new cr~teria descr~bed 
channel geometry fa~rly well. 
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ANNOTATION 
The objective of this study was to determine the influence of the 
channel geometry on pressure losses and heat transfer in non-circu
lar 
channels with hydraulically smooth walls. As a bas~c assumpt~on f
or 
the descr~ption of this ~nfluence, new integral geometrical cr~teria
, 
selected according to experimental experience, were int~oduced. Us
ing 
these new geometrical cr~teria, a large set of experimental data f
or 
pressure losses and heat transfer in circular and annular channels
 
with longitudinal fins was evaluated. (Th~s research work had been
 
performed in the Institute of Nuclear Research dur~ng the years 19
67 
through 1970.) 
In this way it was emp~rically proved that the new criteria de-
scribed channel geometry fairly unequivocally. D~mens~onless rela
-
t~onships for the friction coefficient ~ and Nusselt number, Nu, e
x-
pressed by means of these cr~teria have therefore un~versal valid
ity. 
The universality of the new dimensionless relationship for ~ has t
hen 
been confirmed by adequate transformation of all obta~nable exper~
rnen­
tal results of s~milar studies done for all k~nds of cross sect~on
s. 
Detailed analysis and elaboration of experimental material men-' 
t~oned above also made it possible to def~ne w~th more precis~on t
he 
meaning of such concepts as flow development, trans~t~on regime, a
nd 
non-isothermality ~nfluence in noncircular channels. 
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1. FOREWORD 
Knowledge regarding pressure losses and heat transfer ~n channels with noncircular cross set~ons ~s for all pract~cal purposes based to this day only on empirical f~ndings and the key tool for ~ts expansion is exper~mentation. Computat~on methods worked out over the past sev-eral years on the basis of rudimental experimental f~ndings are still in no position by far to provide with a known degree of accuracy an answer to the query of what pressure losses and heat transfer would be likely to occur ~n a channel that had not been subjected to pr~or ex-I" per~mental invest~gation. The reason for th~s ~s constituted by the fact that emp~r~cal findings used ~n these methods as basic assump-tions (e.g., configuration of veloc~ty profiles, d~stribution of local r tangent1al stress, etc.) have a narrowly lim~tec range of validity and ~ their generalization and appl1cation to a different geometry of chan-nels can lead to entirely misleading results. 
.. 
'. 
As a matter of fact, the situation 1n this f1eld 1S such that ex-perimental find~ngs from each specific channel geometry or cr1terial relationsh1ps wh1ch descr1be the hydrodynam~c and thermok~net1c state 1n a given geometry still form an isolated p01nt 1n the constantly ex-panding exper1mental materiel. Attempts to discover their mutual rel-ationship have been unsuccessful. What we are after. is not a complete-ly generalized explanation, but a specif1c emp1r1cal method for ap-proach to process1ng of experimental materiel which would make it pos-sible to unite all extant materiel and discover cr~terial relationships of more general val1d1ty. In addit10n to their great practical impor-tance, such cr1ter1al relat10nsh1ps -- 1n divergence to the enormous amount of scattered and d1ffuse experimental mater~el -- would at the same t1me represent a basis of much better quality for stud1es orient-ed toward dev1s1ng a theory of turbulent flow 1n channels with random cross sections and hydraulically smooth walls. 
However, 1t ought to be pointed out that the by now relatively ex-tensive experimental materiel has one basic shortcom1ng. Compar1son of the results of measurements made by various authors on channels hav1ng an ident1cal geometry shows in many cases that those results eV1nce differences that are far from neglig1ble and, at t1mes, basic d~ffer­ences. As an example we can use a channel w1th a smooth annular cross section, wh1ch 1S the simplest geometry after a tube. So far, almost every author who 1nvestigated the state 1n annular r1ngs, specif~es a cr1ter1al relationsh~p for the coeffic~ent of fr2ction losses that dif-fers from that of other authors. A compar1son 0= the results arr1ved at by various authors 1S shown 1n fig. 4 wh~ch was taken over from a study by Ort [4] and supplemented by results arr2ved at by Rybacek [3] and by the Institute of Nuclear Research. (The relat1ve coefficient of fr1ction losses ~n the diagram 1S related to the coefflcient of fr~ction losses in a circular channel w1th the same Reynold's cr1teri-on.) The situatIon 1S even worse ln thermok~netlcs of annular chan-nels. A detailed compar~son of the results arrived at by stud1es of heat transfer ~n th~s type of channel was comp1led by Qu~rrenbach [19]. The differences found between indiv~dual stud~es a~ount up to several tens of percent. 
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There can be a number of causes for such di~ferences, and an ob-
jective assessment of all factors that affected the lndividual results 
is not posslble without a detal1ed knowledge of the experlmental con-
dltlons and methodology used in processing of experimental data, etc. 
Yet, it is speclfically in regard to these pOlnts that most publica-
tions provide insufficiently detailed data. 
As the first attempt at generalization of eA~erlmental data can 
be considered lntroduction of hydraulic diameter as the characteristlc 
dlmension of a channel together with the assumption that ln defining 
channel geometry by means of dh ' crlterial relat~ons for a circular 
channel apply also to noncircular channels. However, lt is clear by 
now that thlS method has a very limited area of appllcation and that 
its indiscriminate use could lead to utterly wrong conclusions. At 
the same tlrne lt should be emphasized that the area of applicability 
of dh has not been clearly defined. 
The presented study represents another such attempt at general-
ization of experlmental flndings. It is based on a wealth of materl-
el obtained in the Institute of Nuclear Research durlng investigation 
of pressure losses and heat transfer in channels with a smooth an-
nular cross section, annular cross section having a core with longl-
tudinal fins and a tube wlth internal longitudinal fins. Approxi-
mately sixty channels with strongly varying geometry [1], [2] have 
been lnvestigated ln the course of these experiments. Detal1ed know-
ledge of the conditlons under which the experlmental findings were ob-
tained, together wlth the amount of such flndlngs, facilitated a de-
tailed analysis of the results and assessment of indlvidual factors 
that could have lnfluenced those results. In thlS manner were lald 
the basic prerequisltes for such an experiment. 
The result of the study was discovery of integral geometrical 
characteristics WhlCh unambiguously defJne channels wlth a noncircular 
cross section with hydraulically smooth walls fro~ the viewpoint of 
pressure losses and heat transfer. By means of these geometrlcal char-
acteristlcs it became possible to process the experlmental materiel In-
to universally valid crlterial relatlons for the coefficient of frlc-
tion losses and Nusselt's crlterion. 
The term "universally valid" used for deSCrl.Olng these relatlon-
ships is to be interpreted as not conflnlng thelr validlty only to a 
certain geometry, as comparison of these relatlons wlth published ex-
perlmental values has shown thelr sUltabl11ty for use with channels of 
the most varied geometries that find applicatlon ~n technlcal practlce • 
The author considers it to be a dellghtful oollgatlon and an ex-
pression of thanks for valuable cooperatl0n to emphaslze the slgnifi-
cant contrlbution made by his collaborators to the presented study. 
Engr Jaroslav Hejna c~sclycollaborated on thlS entlre study and 
contributed a number of valuable suggestions and crltical comments to 
its final shape. 
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2. LIST OF SYMBOLS 
x longitudlnal coordinate 
It height of f1n 
~ width of f1n; rod spac1ng 
It number od fins; exponent 
d diameter of circular channel, rod diameter 
V root diameter of finned tube 
V 1 ,V2 inner, outer annular diameter 
i 
iT 
iH 
LT 
S 
length of model; length of measured sect10n 
length of heated section 
length of hydrodynam1c 
length of thermal 
wetted circuit 
F cross-sectional area of flow 
Sz fin circumference 
dlt hydraulic diameter 
~ specific weight of gas 
A thermal conduct1vity of gas 
Am thermal conductivity of model tube material 
II v dynamic, k1nemat1c viscosi tj' 
c p specific heat at constant pressure 
P static pressure 
~ local temperature; temp. at root c1rcle 
e median gas temperature 
~ thermal factor 
u. velocity 
u.+ dimensionless velocity 
lj+ dimensionless distance from wall 
* v frict10n velocity 
G flow-through we1ght 
N overall thermal output 
qL thermal output per unit of length 
a coefficient of heat transfer 
L tangential stress on wall 
nz fin eff1clency 
L see relation 1n definition (29) 
VII 
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[ m] 
[ 1] 
[ m] 
[ m] 
[ m] 
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[ m] 
[ m] 
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[ mJ 
[kg/m- 3 ] 
[W/m- 1 /deg- 1 ] 
[W/mJ /deg-1 1 
[N/s/m- 2 ; m2 /s-1 1 
[ J/kg- 1 /deg-1 1 
[ N/m- 2 ] 
[ deg1 
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[ 1] 
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, j 
r 1] Ij 
[ 1] 1 
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[kg/s-1 ] 
[ W] 
[W/m-1 ] 
[W/m-2 /deg-1 ] 
[ N/m-2 1 
[ 1] 
[ m] 
r 
La 
* L L = -
To 
S IL' F IL' 
H 
~ 
Nu, R e., 
N 
Nma.x 
dlL 
PIL 
see definltlon ln equation (29) 
see deflnltion ln equation (31) 
integral geometrlcal crlterlon 
see para 6.2 
geometrlcal factor 
coefficient of frlction losses 
em] 
em] 
[1] 
[1 ] 
[1] 
criteria of Nusselt, Reynolds and Prandtl [1] 
median value of factor N along 
cross-sectlonal area of flow 
or along 
maximum value of factor N in channel 
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\ 3. Brief Descript~on of Exper~ments Conducted at the Institute of clear Research: Method Used in Processing the Results Nu-/7'l1, 
A detailed description of experimental research into pressure losses and heat transfer in channels with a circular and annular cross section having long~tudinal fins, which was conducted at the Institute of Nuclear Research in the years 1967-70, ~s provided in reports [1] and [2]. These reports also list the results of measurements in the form of relationsh~ps 
~ = 6 (Re) and Nu = 6 (Re) for the individual channels investigated. At th~s po~nt we shall of-fer only a br~ef outl~ne of basic information essent~al for th~s study. The first stage of research included exper~ments w~th annular channels with longitudinal f~ns and a heated core. (Th~s geometry will be subsequently referred to as geometry A.) The f~ns were of a rectangular cross section w~th a w~dth of - 1.2 mm. Investigated was a total of 27 var~ants which represented comb~nat~ons of three values of three bas~c geometrical parameters for which they were se-lected: channel width (or cross sect~on of outer tube D2), number of fins and height of f~ns. The length of channels was ~dent~cal in all cases and was equal to 1,200 rnrn. Inlet into the exper~mental channel which could affect the results of measurements by ~ts shape is shown ~n fig. 1. 
The second stage involved experiments w~th c~rcular channels with inner log~tudinal f~ns. (Th~s geometry w~ll be referred to as geometry B.) The f~ns were essentially the same as those ~n geometry A. Sim~­larly to geometry A, ~t was planned to exam~ne 27 var~ants correspond-~ng to combinat~ons of three values of inner d~ameter of tube, spacing and height of fins. However, three var~ants were not ~nvestigated at all, as finned tubes for those var~ants could not be produced w~th the prescr~bed tolerances and w~th acceptable surface quality. The length of channels in all var~ants was 2,050 mm. Conf~gurat~on of the channel inlet is shown ~n f~g. 2. 
These exper~ments were then supplemented by ~nvest~gation of pres-sure losses in s~x annular channels (1,200 mm long)wh~ch represented /8 limit~ng cases of geometry A at h~O. 
* Numbers in the marg~n ~ndicate pag~nat~on ~n the fore~gn text. 
1 
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Deta~led data regard~ng all of the ~nvestigated channel models 
are listed in appended tables. 
All exper~ments were conducted in an open air line with a vent~­
lator located beh~nd the outlet from the exper~mental sect~on. The 
models were heated by res~stance heat~ng at a constant thermal output 
per unit of length of the model. 
The measurements included ~n all cases the flow-through weight of 
a~r, thermal output, distr~but~on of stat~c pressure along the channel, 
distr~bution of temperatures of the heat-exchange surface on the root 
c~rcle along the length of the heated model and a~r temperature at the 
input and output of the exper~mental sect~on. 
Invest~gat~on of pressure losses was done ~n all cases at isother-
mal flow. The fr~ct~on loss coefficient was computed w~th respecting 
the difference of the pulse at input and output of the measured sector 
according to the equation 
~ = 2 dh ~ [~(~12 - ~] (1) 
where~n ~p = pressure loss in channel sector of length 1 
p,~ = medianlvalues of pressure and spec~f~c weight of a~r ~n 
cnanne 
G = flow-through weight 
F = cross-sect~onal area of flow 
Reynold's cr~terion is given by the relat~on 
R - G • db e. - F 
• II 
For computat~on of the median value of the coeff~cient of heat 
( 2) 
transfer a (centered along the heated circumference) was used equation 
q.e. = Cd7T.V - n • .6 + nz.n.Szl (t - 9) (3) 
Derivation and analysis of the validity cond~tions for the equation/gl 
is contained in [1]. Of ~mportance to us is the fact that in our exper-
imental conditions th~s equation is val~d irregardless of the actual 
distribution a along the heated surface. 
The connotation of indiv~dual values ~n equat~on (3): 
n, .6 
V 
= number and width of fins 
= root diameter of fins 
= f~n circumference Si 
= wall temperature at root c~rcle 
e = med~an temperature of gas 
Eff~ciency of fins with a 
cording to Gardner [16]: 
rectangular cross section was taken ac-
n. ... = tgh w z w w = ( .; 2a 1 -Am 
where Am is thermal conductivity of the fins' mater~al. 
(4) 
In determ~nation of the delivered thermal output from unit length 
of the model qL' ~n view of the structure of the used models (th~ck­
walled tube wiEh fins) consideration had to be g~ven to axial heat son-
ductance. In view of the high thermal conduct~v~ty of the material of 
2 
the f~nned tubes and the structure of the heating system we can as-
sume an automodel distribution of temperatures ~n radial cross cuts 
of the model. Th~s can be put ~n the form of 
N a2 .t qL :: 4 + FmoAmaxr (5) 
The median temperature of gas at distance from ~nput into the 
heated model at random distr~bution is determ~ned by the relation 
8 = 80 + /--E..LG d x o c.p (6) 
where N = overall thermal output 
IT = length of the heated model 
Fm = cross section of finned tube 
/10 _ 
80 = gas temperature at input into exper~mental section. 
A program was compiled for analysis of exper~mental values on 
the computer GIER. To facilitate solution of the system of equations 
(3) 7 (6), the exper~mentally determ~ned distr~but~on of temperatures 
along the length of the model was substituted for each regime by the 
method of least squares with a polynomial of the f~fth order. At the 
same t~me, for the sake of comparison, was also determ~ned the median 
coefficient of heat transfer w~thout tak~ng ~nto cons~deration the ef-
fects ofax~al heat conductance. Results of therrnokinetic research 
were processed in the form of the relation 
Nu :: 6 (Re) 
where values of Reynold's and Nusset's criter~a are counted with values 
of thermophys~cal propert~es of the coolant in relat~on to median tem-
perature and gas pressure in the given rad~al cross cut of the experi-
mental channel. 
In addition to N, Nu and Re, in all cross cuts w~th measured sur-
face temperature ,,,as also determ~ned the thermal factor l/J 
.t l/J :: - (7) 8 
4. Effects Distort~ng Exper~mental Results /11 
The basic prerequisite for succeed~ng ~n out attempt to unify and 
generalize the exper~mental mater~al was to base this study only on 
cases in which measurements were not subjected to d~stort~ng effects. 
Talk~ng of factors that can d~stort experimental results, our natural 
premise was that the objective of our experiments was to measure pres-
sure losses or heat transfer ~n the reg~on w~th developed hydrodynam~c 
condit~ons (distribut~on of velocity, d~str~but~on of tangent~al stress 
on channel walls)or, eventually, with developed thermal conditions (au-
tomodel thermal prof~le (t-8» in channels w~th hydraulically smooth 
walls. 
Distorting factors can essentially be divided into two categories~ 
The first category ~ncludes factors which ~n the~r essence are bound 
w~th the examined physical process and the~r d~storting effect must be 
v~ewed as the consequence of our ~nsuff~cient knowledge of the exam1ned 
process. They are: 
1. transitory region of flow 4. non-isothermity of flow 
2. hydrodynamic entry-end sector S. roughness of walls. 
3. thermal entry-end sector ~ 
In addit10n to these factors, in indiv1dual cases corne more-or-
less 1nto play factors of the second category wh1ch are a consequence 
of the selected exper1mental concept, fa1lure to mainta1n the speci-
fied boundary cond1t10ns in its implementat1on, lack of sU1tability 
or 1naccuracy of the used measuring methods, etc. Assessment of such 
distort1ng effects (wh1ch should rather be called exper1mental errors) 
and an eventual making of suitable corrections 1n process1ng of exper-
imental data 1S, however, wlth1n the realm of poss1b111ty of only and 
solely of the author of any given experiment. 
Let us have a closer look at the factors in the first category, 
wh1ch in our op1n1on are the key reason for a n~~er of contradictory 
data found in exper1mental mater1el. We attempted to cull from all 
acces1ble references the current state of knowledge regarding these 
problems and supplement them by our findings as well as by the re-
sults of an analys1s of our own experimental materiel and that of 
others. Our objective was to redefine more accurately individual 
terms as well as to qualitat1vely assess the effects of 1nd1vidual /12 
factors in the case of noncircular channels. 
4.1 Transitory Region of Flow 
The term "transitory region of flow" 1S used 1n hydrodynamics in 
two different connotations. In most cases we associate this term 
with that part of dependence of the coeff1c1ent of fr1ction losses 
in a circular channel on the Reynold's criter1on, 1n which ~ 1n tran-
s1tion from dependence on lam1nar flow to dependence on turbulent 
flow increases \vi th 1ncreasing Re. For the sake of d1ff~rentiation 
we shall refer to this reg10n and the transitory reg10n ~. 
We encounter th1s term 1n its second connotat10n in describing 
the velocity distribut10n 1n turbulent flow. Th1s d1str1bution is 
usually expressed 1n the form of the relation 
u+ - U 
- V-*-
u+ = n (y+) 
* 1-:; v = -r; 
y =~ 
\) 
= fr1ct1on veloc1ty } 
Here u is local veloc1ty 
tangential stress on the 
ay distance y from channel 
wall. 
wall and T 1S 
In the area of the lam1nar substratum applies that 
u+ = y+ 
(8) 
(9) 
In turbulent core of flow in a circular channel -- and, accord-
1ng to a number of experimental results also in nonc1rcular channels 
-- the distr1but10n of veloc1ty occurs 1n accordance w1th the relation 
u+ = a.log y+ + b (10) 
where constants a, b accord1ng to some authors have universal val1dity 
while, accord1ng to others, they depend of the geometry of a channel. 
4 
Between these two reg~ons lies the reg~on of transient flow -- /13 
which we shall refer to as transient reg~on u+-- ~n wh~ch occurs a 
laminar as well as a turbulent transfer of the momentum of motion. 
However, according to the latest find~ngs th~s process cannot be in-
terpreted as s~multaneous effects of these two types of transfer, but 
as an irregular alternat~on of lam~nar and turbulent flow. A factor 
called coeffic~ent of intermittence (discont~nu~ty) y -- wh~ch is de-
fined as the time component during which turbulent flow prevails at a 
monitored po~nt of the examined space -- ~s used due to 1ts vividness 
for descript~on of transient flow. Thus, if appl~es that y = 0, the 
flow is purely laminar, while at y = 1 the flow is completely turbu-
lent. 
In a circular channel the extent of the transitory reg~on ~ (ex-
pressed by the extent of Re) as \'lell as its lm'ler boundary depends on 
a number of factors, the most important among them being geometrical 
cond~tions and the degree of turbulance at entry ~nto the channel. 
In routine pract~ce ~t ~s assumed that the transitory reg~on l~es at 
Re = (2,3 + 3,5) .103 • Nevertheless, during spec~al conditions at en-
try, it became possible to maintain laminary flow into substant~ally 
higher values of Re. 
The best ~ns~ght 1nto the processes that occur ~n the trans~tory 
reg~on ~ 1n a circular channel from the v~ewpo~nt of veloc1ty condi-
tions ~s provided by the results obtained by J. Rotta [15]. From de-
ta~led measurements of velocity states and the~r chronological changes 
he found out that in the transitory reg~on ~ throughout the flowthrough 
cross section the veloc~ty distr~bution irregularly transfers from a 
developed laminar profile into a developed turbulent prof~le and vice 
versa. Hereby the coefficient of intermittence ~s not dependent only 
on Re, but s~multaneously undergoes strong changes w~th distance from 
entry ~nto the channel (f~g. 5). Thus, in a c~cular channel the tran-
sitory region ~ corresponds to velocity reg~mes during wh~ch the tran-
sient region u+ affects practically the ent~re flow-through cross -sec-
t~on of the channel. 
Veloc~ty cond~t~ons in a noncircular channel w~ll differ from 
those in a c~rcular channel in d~rect relat~on to the complex~ty of 
channel configurat~on. As a measure of complex~ty of conf~gurat10n we 
can use the ratio of the max~mum and median w~dth of channel ~n the 
d~rection of normals to the surface, or the rat~o of the max~mum and 
median curvature of the wetted c~rcuit. The most su~table and most 
object~ve measure of the complex configurat~on of ~ channel is distr~­
bution of tangent~al stress on the wall, or (Tmax/T). 
In channels with complex configurat~on we do not deal any more with /1 
a cross section represented by a single s~mple reg~on as ~s the case in 
a tube. In extreme cases we could rather talk o~ several reg~ons that 
strongly differ from the hydrodynam~c viewpoint and that retain a cer-
ta~n measure of "autonomy". For better visual~zat~on ~n l~m~ting cases 
we can think of ~ndiv~dual reg~ons as independent channels connected in 
parallel. The hydrodynam~c ccnd~tions in each of them would then be 
defined by its own Re. 
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In a tube dur1ng developed turbulent reg1mes the lam1nar sub-
stratum region as well as the trans1ent req10n u+ affects only a 
neg11g1ble part of the flow-through cross sect10n. However, 1n chan-
nels w1th a h1ghly complex conf1gurat10n, lam1nar flow can be retain-
ed 1n some parts of the flow-through cross sect10n up to relatively 
h1gh values of Re, 1rregardless of the fact that 1n the rema1n1ng 
parts of the cross section prevails parallel turbulent flow, whereby 
the share of reg10ns with laminar flow can be relat1vely h1gh in re-
gards to the overall flow-through cross section. 
These regimes are viv1dly reflected in the results of measure-
ments done by Eckert and IrV1ne [30] who investigated cond1t1ons in 
a channel w1th a cross section in the shape of an isosceles triangle 
w1th an apex angle of 11.5°. By means of visua11zat10n of flow and 
measur1ng of veloc1ty prof11es they delineated 1n the cross section 
the area of laminar flow and the dependence of 1tS extent on Re (see 
fig. 51). At a st11l r~atively h1gh value of Re = 10~, at the apex 
of the tr1angle, up to TIT of 1tS height prevails purely lam1nar flow. 
The compounded structure of flow in a s1ngle channel, or simul-
taneous effects of laminar and turbulent transfer of mot10n necessar-
11y must become reflected also 1n a loss of pressure. Under these 
conditions the dependence of the coeff1cient of fr1ct10n losses on Re 
w111 be analogous 1n character to that of ~ 1n the trans1t10n area 1n 
a tube. Thus, from the viewp01nt of local veloc1ty condit1ons, the 
term "transitory region ~" assumes a broader connotation in the case 
of channels with complex configurat10n than was the case with a tube. 
However, from the viewpo1nt of physical substance the connotat10n of 
th1s term is the same for all channel geometr1es. Thus, under the 
term trans1tory reg10n ~ we shall subsequently understand that part 
of Re in which 2n a given channel the fr1ct1on pressure loss is the 
result of the effects of lam1nar and turbulent transfer of motion. 
On the basis of what was sa1d about veloc1ty condit10ns 2n non- lIS 
c1rcular channels 1t could be expected that the trans1tory region in 
noncircular channels w111 be wider than 1n a c1rcular channel and that 
the lower boundary of the reg20n of purely turbulent flow will be 
shifted toward higher values of Re. Th1s assumpt10n 1S fully confirm-
ed by exper1mental results. 
From the hydrod-nam1c viewpo1nt, the nonc1rcular channel closest 
to a circular channel is an annular channel. The results of our mea-
surements of pressure losses 1n S1X annular channels w1th a curvature 
of D~/D2 = 0.65toO.95 show that great d1fferences eX1st already be-
tween c1rcular and annular channels. Our results are plotted in f1g. 
3 1n the form 1/~ = 6 (Re~J supplemented by theoret1cal dependence of 
lam1nar flow 1n annular channels w1th VI /V 2 = 1. For the sake of com-
parison the d1agram also shows the corresponding dependences for a 
smooth tube. It 1S obv2ous that the trans1tory reg10n in the case of 
an annular channel is substant1ally w1der than that of a tube. When 
we attemyt to est1mate from the progress10n of the dependencel/~ = 
= 6 LRe!~}, 1nterspaced by expo points. the liM2ts of the trans1tory 
region, we obta1n the values 
6 
ReD::: 2 • 103 
ReH;) 2.4 • 10~ 
where lndlces D and H denote the lower and upper boundary, respective-
ly. In determlnatlon of the upper boundary it lS questionable whether 
the llne lnterspersed with experimental pOlnts does really correspond 
to a purely turbulent reglme, or whether at hlgher values of Re the 
actual progress mlght not resemble more closely, e.g., the relation-
ShlP (21) WhlCh wlll be dlscussed ln detall sub para 6 and 7. The 
fact that ln annular channels the boundary between the trans lent and 
turbulent reglon is less conspicuously deflned than in the case of a 
tube, is the loglcal consequence of the already mentloned difference 
in velocity conditions. Nevertheless, lt is clear that the reglon of 
purely turbulent flow ln annular channels lles roughly by 1 order of 
Re hlgher than in the case of a clrcular channel. 
Results analogous to those for annular channels were also obtain-
ed in our measurements on channels of geometry A and B WhlCh represent 
channels wlth one of the most complex conflgurations that have been 
investigated so far. Among our results there are a number of cases 
with a signiflcant share of the transltory reglon, or even completely 
dominated by the transitory region. Figures 11 and 12 show several /16 
such typical cases for geometry A and B. 
The effects of geometrlcal conditions at the entry into the chan-
nel on the extent and boundaries of the transltory reglon S can come 
to the fore very strongly even ln channels with a complex confiGura-
tion. Figures 7 and 8 show the plotted results of our measurements~ 
of four variants of geometry A at varying entry conditlons. Each of 
the measurements was done using two models. In spite of the fact 
that these models were to be absolutely identlcal from the hydrody-
namlcal vlewpolnt, measurements of pressure losses differed. Regret-
ably, when we found out about these differences, the models II had 
already been destroyed and we could not undertake a detalled compar-
lson of both models. However, supplementary verlfication of the pro-
ductlon process turned up the fact that in sonle cases the edges of 
the model at ltS entry were rounded whlle ln other cases thelr sharp 
edges were retalned. Experlments with models I were therefore repeat-
ed under modlfied conditions at thelr entry, WhlCh we achleved by 
placing sheet-metal screens ln front of the entry as is shown ln fig. 
1. In thlS manner we obtalned a thlrd group of results WhlCh, in some 
cases approximate more the orlglnal results obtalned with model I, ln 
other cases the results obtalned wlth model II. For enhanced orlen-
tatlon and easier comparison the results have agaln been plotted ln 
fig. 9 and 10 in the form 1/~ = 6 (Re~J. From the progress of indi-
vidual measurements lt can be deduced that wlth lncreaslng value of 
Re these dependences transform into a slngle dependence. 
Analysis of the results obtained by other authors ln measurement 
of pressure losses in channels of the most varled geometrles led us 
to the concluslon that a number of those results were obtalned in the 
transltory reglon S without the authors of those studles belng aware 
of it. It is a consequence of lncorrect appllcatlon of flndlngs re-
gardlng the extent and boundarles of the transltory reglon S in cir-
cular channels to noncircular channels. That, as a result, leads to 
a number of incorrect concluslons deduced from experimental results 
affected by the transltory reglon. 
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In conclus~on we ought to mention one more factor on the effects 
of which we were w~thdrawing comment for the t~me be~ng. The results 
obta~ned by J. Rotta clearly show that stab~l~zat~on of flux condi-
t~ons ~n the transltory region ~ ln the case of a tube calls for ab-
normally long channels (see f1g. 5 and 6) on the order of several hun-
dred dh' The situation w111 be even worse 1n the case of nonclrcular /17 
channels. As channels used in investigation of pressure losses never 
attain such lengths, the results of measurement 1n the transltory re-
gion will probably be distorted even more by the effects of the entry 
sector. 
4.2 Hydrodynam1c Entry Sector 
The term "hydrodynamic entry sector" denotes that part of the 
channel beyond the entry in WhlCh occurs develop~ent of the veloclty 
profile from the lnltlal profile at entry up to a fully developed 
proflle corresponding to the preset hydrodynamlc regime. Connected 
wlth the development of the velocity proflle 1S also development of 
tangentlal stress or 1tS distrlbut10n along the wetted circuit, and 
development of transfer characteristics. The length of the entry sec-
tor depends on the hydrodynam1c reglme, the geometry of the channel, 
conflgurat10n of entry or, eventually, on defectlve flow prlor to the 
experimental part. 
Let us first examine the case of a tube. For laminar flow and a 
sharp-edged entry (i.e., with a balanced velocity proflle of lnput 
velocity) we theoretlcally derived the relatl0n 
~ = • Re (11) 
The constant of proportionality differs from one author to another and 
ranges between 0.03 to 0.06 (see, e.g., [11]). 
In the case of turbulent flow, the decislve effect on the length 
of the entry sector accrues to the shape of the channel entrance. It 
1S thls shape that determlnes whether the boundary layer in the devel-
opment of the veloc1ty proflle wll1 be turbulent from the start, or 
whether at the beg1nnlng part of the channel 1t wll1 flrst be laminar 
and only after a certaln d1stance from lt transforms 1nto a turbulent 
boundary layer. As a rule of thumb, the aerodyn~~lcally smoother the 
entrance, the longer the entry sector. From exper1mentat1on we know 
that an aerodynam1cally smooth entrance calls for a channel length of 
at least 50 d 1f we are to achleve a perfectly developed veloclty pro-
file. The effect of Re are for all pract1cal reasons absent. 
As we already mentioned, the situat10n ln the transltory regl0n ~ 
1S entirely dlfferent, as is also shown by the results obta1ned by J. 
Rotta. Flgure 5 shows the dependence of the coefflclent of intermlt-
tence in the transitory region on the relatlve dlstance from the en-
trance into the channel, and f1g. 6 shows change of veloclty ln the /18 
axis of a tube w~th Re for 3 dlstances from the entrance. Both flgures 
show that stabl1~zatlon of the velocity proflle ln the transltory re-
gion calls for channel length on the order of hundreds of d1ameters. 
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In case of a geometry most closely resembl~ng a tube, i.e .• a 
smooth annular channel, the s~tuation ~n the turb~lent reg~on is not 
clear. On the one hand, only very few exper~mental data are ava~l­
able and, on the other hand. these data show bas~c differences. In 
in~stigating pressure losses ~n annular channels ~n a range VI /V2 = 
= 0.77 through 0.93, J. art [4] measured the values of the entry sec-
tor ~n a range of LH/dh = 7 through 21. In keep~ng \'I1th h~s results 
is also Dre~sslerls datum for a flat channel LH/dh ~ 10 (quoted from 
Ortis study). 
Results analogous to Ortis were also obta~ned ~n our exper~ments 
with models of geometry A and B. The values of LH/dh ranged between 
5 through 30, whereby a major~ty of cases were at the lower limit of 
that range: 
Extreme maximum values of LH/dh were determ~ned for variants in 
which the investigated range of Re was completely or partially in the 
transitory region ~. 
We were assess~ng the length of the entry sector. sim~larly to 
art, from the progression of stat~c pressure along the channel, or, 
to be more specif~c, from a compar~son of the actual d~stribution of 
pressure with linear progression which was interspersed by experiment-
al po~nts in the region without apparent effects of the entry sector. 
The dijference between actual and linear progress~on was ~n most cases 
very small. In v~ew of the aforementioned and w~th a view to the rel-
at~vely short length of the entry sector (and the resulting small num-
ber of exper~mental points in the entry region) th~s procedure does 
not appear to be very accurate and the quoted values of LH/dh must be 
regarded as only approximative ~nformation. 
However, on the other hand, Rothfus with h~s collaborators [41] /19 
in exper~mental lnvest~gat~on of annular channels ~n the range of 
V1 /V 2 = 0.12 through 0.35 came to the conclusion thatstabl1~zation of 
hydrodynam~c condlt~ons calls for a channel length ln excess of 200 dh. 
They based it on d~rect measurement of tangentlal stress on the inner 
diameter and its changes with d~stance from the entrance into the chan-
nel. 
From what was said about experimental techn~ques used in ~ndiv~d­
ual cases we get an explanation of the d~fference between our results 
and those of art on the one hand, and Rothfus l results on the other. 
While Rothfus based h~s approach on measurement of local values, our 
and Ortis measurements prov~de lnformat~on only about the median value 
of tangent~al stress on the wetted circu~t. And that is a substant~al 
d~fference, the consequences of which we w~ll best real~ze by a compar-
~son of condit~ons ~n a c~rcular and a nonc~rcular channel. 
1 In keep~ng w~th these values are also the results of exper~ments on 
enlarged models of geometry A at VI /V 2 = 1 that are currently conduct-
ed at the Inst~tute of Nuclear Research. The accuracy of all measure-
ments is at the same time substant~ally h~gher than was the case ~n 
exper~ments descr~bed ~n the report [IJ. 
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Let us start out w1th a tube. We assume the presence of balanced 
entry cond1t1ons at the entrance 1nto the channel. Under this assump-
tion the local tangent1al pressure on the wall is 1dent1cal w1th its 
median value along the c1rcumference of the channel. with 1ncreasing 
distance from the entrance the gradually balanced velocity profile 
transforms into a developed prof1le. In the reg10n close to the wall 
the velocity decreases wh1le, conversely, it increases in the central 
part of the channel. There 1S a drop in the radial gradient of veloc-
ity at the wall and, as a result, with 1ncreas1ng distance from the en-
trance there is also a monotonous decrease 1n tangential pressure on 
the wall. 
The situation is substantially different in the case of a noncir-
cular channel. Let us again assume a balanced velocity profile at the 
entrance, mean1ng that input velocity coincides with the median veloc-
ity in the channel. However, dur1ng development of the veloc1ty pro-
f1le the sltuat10n 1S not as unequivocal as was the case in a c1rcular 
channel. In view of the configuration of the channel 1n some regions 
of the flow-through cross section the "median" velocity will decrease 
while the Oppos1te will apply to other regions •• Tangent1al stress on 
the wall in ind1vidual reg10ns will also change correspond1ngly. From 
our and OrtIs exper1ments we can draw the conclusion that development 
of hydrodynamic condit1ons 1n channels w1th cross sections of a com-
plex configuration (i.e., with Tmax/T > 1) progresses 1n such a manner 
so that -- with the except10n of a small region beyond the entrance cor-
responding to values of LH/dft from our and OrtIs experiments -- the 
development of local veloc1ty cond1tions and local valus of T has no 
effect on the median value of T and the latter, for all pract1cal pur-/20 
poses, does not change along the channel. According to our results, 
this conclusion should essent1ally apply also to the transitory region 
~. 
4.3 Thermal entry sector 
The term "thermal entry sector" or, also, "sector of thermal sta-
bilizat1on" denotes for us that part of the heated channel in which 
occurs the development of thermal cond1tions from the in1tial balanced 
thermal prof1le in coolant at the entrance to the heated sect10n up to 
the reg10n of automodel of thermal profile (t - G ). 
In implementing an experiment or the real thing there can occur 
two different cases: 
1. The beg1nn1ng of the heated sect10n 1S identical with the en-
trance into the 1nvest1gated channel. Development of velocity and 
thermal condit1ons progresses slmultaneously. 
2. Ahead of the heated sect10n is an unheated channel of 1dent-
ical geometry and, as a result, at the beginning of the heated sec-
tion the velocity prof1le is already fully developed in isothermal 
flow. Another relatively small change in hydrodynamic cond1tions oc-
curs only in the flow ceas1ng to be 1sotherrnal. 
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As in actual practice 1n a majority of cases 1S encountered the 
first case, and because our experiments were also conducted under such 
conditions, we shall subsequently deal only with this arrangement. As 
the development of hydrodynamic and thermal cond1t10ns progresses in 
the entry sector slmultaneously w1th mutual interaction, these two 
processes cannot be separated from each other. Thus, whenever we re-
fer to the thermal entry sector we will be referr1ng to that part of 
the channel where there occurs development of flow simultaneously with 
the development of thermal conditions. 
According to exper1mental findings, the lengths of hydrodynam1c 
and thermal entry sectors 1n a c1cular channel are for all practical 
purposes approximately the same [11]. Most authors who have exper1-
mentally investigated this problem specify values of LT/dh rang1ng 
between 40 and 60. In the case of noncircular channels, same as was 
the case of local hydrodynarn1c conditions, substantlally higher values 
can be expected to be encountered than was the case with a tube. A 
few experiments conducted in this respect fully confirm such an as-
sumption. Thus, e.g., Eckert and Irvine in their already quoted study /2] 
[30] specify for the investigated triangular channel LT ~ 100 dh' The 
effects of the entry sector together with those of the transitory re-
gion ~ also became strongly reflected in most published studies devo-
ted to heat transfer 1n annular channels that used the method of con-
stant temperature of the heat-exchange surface in determinat10n of the 
median coefficient of heat transfer 1n the entire channel. Assessment 
of errors and limitations of this method from the viewpoint of deter-
mination of a in the reg10n with developed veloc1ty and thermal condi-
tions was done under the assurnpt10n applicable to a tube. ThlS would 
also account for the great differences between the results of exper1-
ments conducted by various authors (see [19]). 
We based our assessment of the effects of the thermal entry sec-
tor during our experiments with channels of geometry A and B on mea-
surements of the progress of temperature of wall along the length of 
the model and the corresponding distribution of a. To enhance clarity 
and suppress the effects of Re the results were processed in the form 
a 
a
r 
= 6 (xJ ( 12) 
For reference value an was taken the value of a in the last measured 
cross cut near the channel eX1t. 
r In assessment of the processed results, 1n the case of some var1-
ants there appeared certa1n errors and lack of lOglC 1n the d1str1bu-
tion of a/an that were caused by loss of heat at the end of the model. 
The method used for inclus10n of the effects of axial heat conductance 
in the model on the distribution of qL did not manage to elim1nate the 
effects of heat losses ln some cases. This calculation method -- de-
scribed in para 3, 1S based on experimentally determined distr1but10n 
of temperature in the wall of the model, Wh1Ch by the method of least 
squares 1t replaces by a polynomial of the fifth order. Th1S polynom-
ial, Wh1Ch described temperature distr1but10ns with a h1gh degree of 
precision, did not suffice 1n some cases for the first and second de-
rivation of temperature at the ends of the model. In such cases the 
assessed progress of a at the end of the channel again rises. Then 1t 
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became necessary to carry out an analysis and comparison of progres-
sions of cr, evaluated with respect1ng as well as neglect1ng the ef-
fects of heat conductance, compare the progress10ns a/a for var10US 
values of Re and determine to what distance from the en~ the effects /22 
of heat loss extend. Such an example can be seen, e.g., 1n fig. 14. 
To facilitate comparison, f1g. 13 and 15 show cases when the effect 
of terminal losses fa11ed to mater1alize. 
We determ1ned that the length of the thermal entry sector in our 
experiments ranged between Lr = (17-80) dh according to the type of 
the examined geometrical var1ant. As the length of the models ranged 
. between 50-400 dh, the region with developed velocity and thermal con-
d1tions was never reached in the case of some variants. 
In assessment of the effects of the transitory region and of the 
entry sector, very effect1ve proved comparison of the relations 
1 - ( ~ ) - = 6 (Rev'~ ) i 
a. = 6(x) 
a.Jt 
( a. ) 
Nu. = 6(Re) (Nu) 
Such a compar1son and placement of the relationships (~), (a.) and (Nu.) 
into mutual connection provides a more comprehensive idea of the hyd-
rodynam1c and thermokinet1c conditions in the channel and the1r change 
along the channel. Let us c1te a few typical cases: 
In variant 13 the relationsh1p (~) (fig. 11) up to a value of Re 
equal to 8.103 has the character of a trans1tory region. At the same 
value of Re also the relationsh1p (a.) (fig. 13) shows a strong reg10n 
of laminar heat transfer, and the relationship (Nu.) (fig. 18), only at 
values of Re> 8.103 transforms 1nto a relation of the type 
Nu = • Re Od 
Analogous facts could be found 1n the case of variant A 15. 
In the case of var1ant A 25 (f1g. 11, 16, 18) all three relation-
ships lie clearly 1n the transitory reg10n and closer to the lam1nar 
reg10n. (Values of Nu. in fig. 18 were assessed in the one-before-last 
measured cross cut only for 111ustration of the conditions.) 
Variant B 18 represents a case in which there occurred a distor-
tion of the relat10nsh1p (a.) (f1g. 17) as a result of a term1nal loss, 
pr1marily 1n the last cross cut. For the progress10n of the relation /23 
(a.) at var10US values of Re 1t 1S read11y obvious that in the reg10n 
Re < 3.10~practlcally the whole model 11es 1n the entry sector. In 
view of the fact that relat10nship (~) (flg. 12) up to Re = 4.10~ 1S 
in the transitory reg10n, the great length of the entry sector is to 
be expected. The relat1onsh1p (Nu) also behaves in keeping w1th 
these factors (flg. 19). 
These several typical examples clearly show how interrelation of 
the relationships (a.), (~) and (Nu) makes it possible to ident1fy even 
the relatively weak effects of distort1ng factors. 
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In conclus10n, the effects of the entry sector (or effects of the 
length of a model) on the relationsh1p Nu = 6 (Re) can be most v1v1dly 
demonstrated in fig. 20 which shows the results of measurements on the 
variant B7 as a typical example. The points marked by c1rcles are lo-
cal values of Nu at varY1ng d1stances from the entrance 1nto the chan-
nel plotted in relat10n to the local value of Re. The almost vertical 
intermittent 11nes represent the progress10n of Nuaong the length of 
the model at constant flow of coolant. Values of Nu decrease with 1n-
creasing d1stance from the entry and at balanced conditions gradually 
attain a value corresponding to the sought after relat10n Nu = aCRe) . 
The second system of interm1ttent 11nes shows how would progress if 
we used models of varying length 1n our exper1ments. The resultant 
relation Nu = 6(Re) is then distorted by the effects of the entry sec-
tor not only in regards to absolute values, but also form. The result-
ant form of the relation Nu = SeRe) for the var1ant B7, shown by the 
thick solid line throughout the invest1gated extent of Re, corresponds 
to the tYP1cai form of th1S relationsh1p for a circular channel with 
inclusion of the trans1tory region of flow (see, e.g., [3]). 
4.4 Effects of Nonisothermal Flow 
In assessment of thermok1net1c exper1ments we relate all thermo-
physical properties of the coolant to its median temperature, i.e., 
temperature computed from thermal balance. It appears, however, that 
with 1ncreas1ng difference between the temperature of the wall and the 
median temperature of the coolant (i.e., with increas1ng thermal flow) 
at otherwise ident1cal condit1ons of the experiment, the value of the 
thermal coeff1cient decreases. Th1s phenomenon 1S caused by a change 
in the thermophys1cal propert1es of the coolant 1n the region at the /24 
heated wall as a result of h1gh temperature grad1ents. Th1S means 
that median temperature of coolant 1S not sU1tabie as the def1n1ng 
temperature for thermophys1cal properties and that the correct value 
is to be found somewhere in the reg10n between t and 8. This fact is 
respected in the criter1al equation for Nusselt's criterion by a SU1t-
able function of the so-called temperature factor W wh1ch is def1ned 
as the ratio of wall temperature and the med1urn temperature of coolant 
(see equation (7». 
Kutateladze 12 der1ved on the basis of an analogy between trans-
fer of motion and heat for gas-cooled c1rcular channels the relat10n 
between the coeff1c1ents of heat transfer at 1sothermal and non1SO-
thermal flow in the form 
et 2 \1-
a; = (/W + II ( 13) 
where1n eto 1S the coeff1c1ent at = 1. 
However, most emp1r1cal find1ngs are expressed in the form 
....9':... = W- n 
eto 
( 14) 
Relation (13) can then be replaced by relation (14) with n = 0.55. The 
values of n from the exper1ments range between 0.3 to 0.55. However, 
we must real1ze that conduct1ng an experiment that would fac1litate d1-
rect assessment of the effects of the thermal factor is for all pract1-
cal purposes 1mpossible. In actual 1mplementation of an experiment of 
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this k~nd a change ~n ¢ is immediately accompan~ed by a change in 
and Re. As a result, assessment of the effects of ¢ is always indi-
rect and burdened w~th large errors. 
S~nce we are unable to describe the effects of nonisothermal flow 
with any degree of accuracy even ~n a circular channel, then in regard 
to channels with a complex configuration, where temperature of t
he 
heat-exchange surface var~es along the circumference, we know pract~­
cally noth~ng about these effects. At the same time, the error cau
sed 
by the thermal factor can be considerably large. In the case of 
a 
tube, e.g., change in ¢ from a value of 1 to 1.3 corresponds to a 
4 change in Nu by approx~mately 13%. 
'. 
For that reason, operational conditions in investigation of heat
 
transfer in geometry A and B were selected so that the thermal fa
ctor 
in the region of balanced thermal conditions be as identical as p
os- /25 
sible for all regimes of all tested geometrical variants. The th
ermal 
factor in our exper~ments is related to the wall temperature on th
e 
root circle. 
We also attempted at the same t~me (as we shall mention later) to 
exper~mentally deter~ne th~s effect for at least several var~an
ts. 
4.5 Effects of Wall Roughness 
Another factor that can strongly affect measurement of pressure
 
losses in roughness of walls. The effects of roughness are rela
tive-
ly well known in the case of circular channels, the so-called san
d 
roughness. This involves a case when the density of unevennesses
 ~s 
high and when the effects of roughness depend only on a s~ngle p
ara-
meter k/R (k = he1ght of unevennesses). We know substantially less 
in regards to cases when tre densi ty of unevenesses is low and "Th
en 
the effects are produced by their geometr1cal conf1guration. 
As was the case 2n para 4.4, we must state that we de not know 
anything about these effects in noncircular channels. Use of re
la-
t10ns for a tube w~th sand roughness by means of the hydraulic dia
-
meter would in the case of channels with a complex configurat~on 
be 
illogical and make no sense. From what we know about circular ch
an-
nels it follows that we can regard a channel as hydraulically sm
ooth 
(i.e., there is no manifestation of the effects of roughness) in a 
case when the he~ght of unevennesses is smaller than the thickne
ss 
of the laminar substratum. In V1ew of the complex structure of 
flow 
in variegated channels the same absolute roughness w111 man~fest 
~t­
self in ~ndividual parts of the channel ~n a different manner. 
We only know that, same as in case of a tube, manifestation of 
the effects of wall roughness increases witb increasing Reynold's
 
criterion. As soon ?s wall roughn~ss starts to affect the flow c
cn-
d~tions, the grad~er.t of the relation ~ ~ 1(Re} starts to nror ana, 
jn the end, this relation will transfer into the automodel region. 
Rendering an objective decision whether the effects of roughness 
became manifested in a specific case -- with the exception of the
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automodel region is imposs1ble as long as we do not posses a de-
tailed knowledge of circulation in noncircular channels. At the pre-
sent time such assessment depends on the subjective explanation of 
the exper1ment's author or, more precisely, on the criteria selected 
by him for the assessment. 
According to the criterion selected by us, no effects of rough-
ness were encountered in our exper1ments. 
5. Basic Findings and Assumptions /26 
5.1 Pressure Losses 
From a detailed processing and comparison of exper1mental data 
from our own as well as others' experiments, accompanied by a detail-
ed analys1s of experimental cond1tions, we reached the conclusion 
that in all cases, in which there 1S no manifestat10n of the formerly 
ment10ned distort1ng effects, the coeff1cient of friction losses in 
the region of developed turbulent flow corresponds to the general e-
quation 
1 It = C1 • log Re~ + C2 (15) 
wherein constants Cl and C2 are the function of channel geometry. 
The empirically proven general validity of equation (15) thus 
narrows down the problem of finding a criterial relationship for the 
coefficient of fr1ction losses to determ1nation of the dependence of 
constants C1 and C2 on channel geometry. However, from this V1ew-
p01nt, processing of experimental data in the form of the relation 
1/1~ = 6(Re~) proved unsuitable. In this system the effects of ex-
per1mental errors 1S reflected much stronger than in the system (~ ; 
Re ), result1ng in a larger scattering of exper1mental points. In 
view of the fact that our experiments in individual cases d1d not cov-
er even one whole order of Re, we found 1t very d1ff1cult and problem-
atic to accurately determine constants C1 and C2 , which are very sen-
sitive to interpolation of the relation (15). This applies pr1mar1ly 
to constant C2 • 
Nevertheless, an informat1ve assessment of constants Cl and C2 
~ supplemented by an analys1s of the the relationships ~ = 6(Rel re-
sulted 1n another finding wh1ch simplified the whole task. By simple 
transformation, w1th a prec1s10n correspond1ng to the prec1sion of 
the experiment, relat10n (15) can be transposed on Prandtl's known 
relation for a smooth tube. Such transformat10n corresponds to sub-
stitut10n of the hydraulic diameter by a more suitable character1st1c 
geometrical dimens10n. 
For g1ven pressure losses and flow-through weight of coolant ap-
plies that 
~ = dh 
Re = dh 
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If we deslgnate a suitable characterlstic dimension, which makes /27 
the mentioned transformation possible, as do and the corresponsong va-
lues of the coefflcient of frlction losses and the Reynolds crlterion 
as ~o and Reo, then it applies that 
~ = Reo = do (16) ~ Re CIh 
We denote 
dh - H a;- ( 17) 
and call this value a geometrlcal factor. 
The 
~ ~o = H 
Re.o Re =¥ 
( 18) 
( 19) 
and because the values ~o and Reo apply to Prandtl's unlversal law of 
friction, i.e., 
1 ,-ISa = 2 • .tog Reo Y~o - 0.8 (20) 
we can put lt ln the form of 
IH Re;r ( 21) ~ = 2 • .tog ~ - 0.8 
5.2 Heat Transfer 
Heat transfer lnto a channel w1th a varlegated cross section can 
be described by means of a simple equatlon, such as, e.g., equation 
(3), only 1n certaln cases and under certa1n conditions. Heat Trans-
fer 1S generally described by equation 
qL = 4 1 aCt -el dS (22) 
wherein 
qL = thermal output transferred from unit length 
of the heating element into the cooling gas 
t = local temperature of heat-exchanging surface 
e = median temperature of gas 
S = circumference of heat-exchang1ng surface 
/28 
We can slmplify th1S equation on the bas1s of the analogy between the 
transfer of motlon and heat. We assume that distrlbution TIT lS, as 
well as dlstrlbutlon a/a, merely a functlon of channel geometry. Ergo 
a rr = 61 (Sl (23) 
In regions with stabil1zed thermal conditions we can further assume 
that the prerequisite of automodel distrlbution of wall temperature 
has been met 
t - ~ = 62 (S 1 ( 24) 
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Equation (22) can then be wr1tten 1n the form 
qL = CI'.. (.t-8) .~J61 (S). 62 (S) .dS (25) 
The poss1b111ty for further simpl1f1cat1on of equation (25) must 
always be cons1dered in connection w1th the specific geometry of the 
channel and the spec1fic des1gn and mater1al composition of the heated 
element. The just1f1cation for each slmplification must be ver1f1ed 
by prel1m1nary calculations made under various assumpt10ns and d1str1-
butions of CI'. along the heat-exchanging surface. Consideration 1n this 
case must be glven to both internal as well as external factors (i.e., 
distribution of temperatures and thermal flows 1n the heated element). 
The object1ve of these calculations is to f1nd out 1n what way use of 
simpl1f1cat1ons could distort energy calculations or the informat1on 
which the experiment 1S to prov1de. 
Our subsequent comments 1nvolve only cases for which descript10n 
of heat transfer could use an equation of the type 
qL = a(t-8).S (26) /29, 
where centering is done along the circumference of the heat-exchang1ng 
surface. 
Equation (3) used in assessment of thermok1net1c exper1ments on 
geometry A and B represents applicat10n of equation (26) to our spec-
if1c geometr1cal conditions. The suitab1lity for use of equation (3) 
as well as its limitat10ns for channels with longitudinal fins was 
proven by a theoretical analysis and a number of calculations using 
the computer GIER. Deta1ls are contained in report [1]. 
Sim1larly as was the case with hydrodynamics, we first concentra-
ted on the form of dependence of Nusselt's criter10n on Reynold's cr1-
ter1on. We undertook a deta1led analysis of our own as well as acces-
sible exper1mental materiel of others and elim1nated all cases 1n wh1ch 
we reached the conclusion that measurement was not performed at bal-
anced hydrodynam1c and thermal conditions. In a great major1ty of 
cases we then determined the dependence of 
Nu = e.o 11.6:t. Re O.S (27) 
The constant is a function of channel geometry, thermophysical proper-
ties of coolant and the thermal factor. If we further assume that the 
effects of thermophys1cal properties of the gasseous coolant can be 
expressed 1n the same way as for a tube, then relation (27) can be put 
" in the form 
Nu = V • P/t0.1+ • Re o • s •• \jJ-11 
where constant V 1S merely a funct10n of geometry. 
6. Integral Geometr1cal Characteristics 
6.1 Pressure Losses 
( 28) 
The relat10n (21) general1zes our old experience that in certa1n 
cases involving nonc1rcular channels the relation for a smooth tube /30 
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can be used for determ~nat~on of ~ prov~ded that we use hydraulic d~a­
meter as a characteristic dimension of the channel, while ~n other in-
stances this procedure could lead to m~sleading conclus~ons. 
Some authors tr~ed to apply th~s exper~ence ~n such a manner that 
~n specif~c cases, \vhere use of dlt did not fac~li tate un~f~cat~on of 
experimental results, they made use of another dimens~on of the given 
geometry as the character~st~c dimension. As an example we can c~te 
triangular latt~ces of rods w~th long~tudinal bypass flow. If we use 
as a character~st~c dimension the diameter of a circle plotted onto 
the latt~ce, the results show good co~nc~dence w~th a smooth tube. 
Such an approach -- if ~t produces results ~n the f~rst place -- is 
always dependent on the author's est~mate and cannot be used without 
pr~or knowledge of exper~mental results. 
~ The kind of conclusions to which can lead an indiscrim~nate use 
,. 
of the hydraulic diameter and cr~ter~al relation for a tube can be ~l­
lustrated on three typical cases. 
Let us f~rst consider a c~rcular channel with very thin and deep 
internal radial slots. In such a case there ~s pract~cally no differ-
ence ~n the flow-through diameter in compar~son with a smooth tube, 
while the wetted c~rcumference can increase by a number of times. The 
hydraul~c diameter and the fr~ction loss coefficient will decrease ~n 
the same ratio. But ~t is clear that hydrodynamic conditions will not 
substantially differ from those in a smooth tub~. 
As a converse case we can take the eccentric annulus. According/31 
to the definit~on of dh it should not be affected by accentricity and 
the latter should consequently also not affect pressure losses. How-
ever, we know from the exper~ment that pressure loss decreases w~th 
increasing eccentr~city and that the difference ~n pressure loss be-
tween a concentric annulus and an annulus w~th eccentr~city equal to 1 
amounts to 30 to 40%. However, hydraulic diameter ~n not an unequ~­
vocal character~stic value even for such s~mple geometry as is a con-
centr~c annulus. Exper~ments have aga~n proven that ~ depends fairly 
heav~ly on curvature V1 /V 2 wh~ch is not reflected in dh. 
The relat~on (21) formally reduces th~s problem to the question 
of what determ~nes the geometr~cal factor H and what does ~t depend 
on. That means that we must find a factor that would be merely a 
funct~on of channel geometry and wh~ch would respect in a correct man-
ner the ~nd~cated extreme cases. This factor must in some su~table 
way "weigh" the effects of ~nd~v~dual parts of the wetted diameter on 
flow in the channel. If such a factor ~s to unequivocally def~ne 
channels of the most var~ed geometrical conf~gurat~ons from the v~ew­
point of hydrodynam~cs, th~s factor must be of an integral character. 
1 For simpl~f~cat~on's sake we have so far neglected general cond~t~ons 
that some authors (e.g., [13]) refer to as l~miting the use of dh' ~.e., 
that in all parts of the flow-through d~ameter the width of the channel 
in the direct~on of the normal must be h~gher than the th~ckness of the 
II boundary II layer in \vhich occurs max~mum change in velocity during tur-
bulent flow. -
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These general requirements could be used to define an infinite 
number of factors. We therefore embarked upon a search for a factor 
that would have the simplest and logical definltion which would be, 
relatively speaking, the easiest for assessment and which could be 
applied at least in part to some descriptions of turbulent flux. 
After various conslderations and carrying out a number of auxiliary 
calculations and unsuccessful experiments which we will not descrlbe 
here, we decided on a factor that some authors use as a local measure 
of turbulence and which in the case of a clrcular channel is inter-
preted essentially as the mixlng length. 
The dissipative effect of an element of channel wall on random 
lnterference wlth flow in the vicinlty of pOlnt ~1 is quantitatively 
bound to reclprocal value of the distance of point M from the given 
wall element. For that reason the characteristlc distance L of point 
M from the channel wall is given by the integral 
111 
- = - 1 - dcp (29) L 2 2Jt R. 
where 1 is the distance of point M from the channel wall in the direc-/32 
tion of cpo Relation (29) was used in his study [6] by Buleyev. Ac-
cording this relation the factor L very closely resembles the measure 
of turbulence derlved under assumption of resemblance of turbulent 
processes in various regions of liquid flux by A. M. Obukhov [40]. 
If we use relation (29) to assess the distribution of L in a circular 
channel we find out that 
1 = 0.44 L 
The factor 1 in this case is the mixing path of Prandtl's semi-
empirlcal theory of turbulent flow, arrlved at by Nikuradze from ex-
perlmental values of velocity distribution in a circular channel with 
respecting the actual distribution of tangential stress ln the tube 
cross section. 
The factor L, even though it respects the shape of the channel, 
is merely a local factor. However, the maximum value of L ( Lmax) 
ln the glven cross sectlon, or -- what we deem more sUltable -- the 
median value of L in the given cross sectlon could be taken as a 
value characterizing the channel. 
L = } FIL dF (30) 
This factor WhlCh has the dimension of width is not only a func-
tion of channel conflguratlon, but is at the same tlme a function of 
ltS absolute size. We therefore used as channel characteristlc the 
factor 
L* = ! (31) 
Lo 
WhlCh we shall refer to as the integral geometrical crlterion or char-
acteristic. 
The factor 10 in relation (30) denotes the median characteristic 
distance r for an equivalent tube: 
Lo= 0.0887 . dh (32) 
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6.2 Heat Transfer 
The flow-through cross section of noncircular channels can form 
an n-t1mes coherent reg10n bounded by n closed curves. Each of these 
curves corresponds to a part of the wetted c1rcuit that can be ind1-
vidually heated. If 1n processing the values fron 1nvestigation of 
pressure losses we could define channel geometry by a slngle geomet-
rical character1st1c, sim1lar approach is not poss1ble when dealing 
with heat transfer in a region w1th multiple connections. In such a 
case we must respect the d1stribution of a in the 1ndividual parts 
of the wetted C1rcu1t. (However, from the v1e,~oint of 1ndividual 
parts of the circu1t, we aga1n work with the med1an value of a 1n the 
given part -- see equation (26}). Thus, we need one more geometrical 
factor which would respect distribut10n of a. We undertook selection 
of this factor on the basis of the following simple contemplation: 
If we assume the valid1ty of Reynold's analogy between transfer 
of mot1on and heat, then applies that 
~~ = 6 (~) 
a T 
where factor with the index ".i" are related to the .i-th part of the 
wetted circuit. We further assume that no transfer 1n mot1on occurs 
accross the orthogonal trajectory to isotachs which intersects the 
relat1ve maX1ma of velocity. This line is then plotted 1n approx-
imation of the corresponding llne in f1eld L.I 
/33 
If we now designate the area bounded by this trajectory and the /34 
heated circuit as FT and the heated circuit ST we can formulate 
at _ l(dT.i d _ 4 Fr 
"W" - U -cIh T - ---:sr 
We then used the factor dT/dh together w1th the factor L* in process-
ing experimental data regarding heat transfer 1n channels the flow-
through cross section of Wh1Ch represents a doubly connected region. 
For a slmply connected region it applies that 
dT == dh ( 34) 
eomputat~on of both 1ntegral geometr1cal character1stics L* and 
du/dT 1n the case of more complex geometr1es 1S pract1cally 1mpossible 
w1thout a computer. Programs and calculations for our needs were pro-
vided by Engr J. Schmid, esc. Detailed methodology 1S 1n report [17]. 
1 We ver1f1ed thlS assumption for the case of a smooth annulus, lt be1ng 
the only one for WhlCh exper1mental documentat1on 1S available. A part 
of the authors st1pulates that the pos1tlon of maX1mum veloc1ty arr1ved 
at through assessment of the exper1ment conforms to the theoret1cal rel-
at10n for laminar flow also "in the region of turbulent flow. Roberts in 
his theoretical study 118] uses for turbulent flow a relat10n der1ved 
from exper1ments, one that differs from lam1nar flow. The relative po-
sition of maximum velocity 1n relat10n to the curvature of the annulus 
according to both relat10ns is shown 1n fig. 26. The relat1ve position 
of Lmax lies between these two progressions. 
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7. Universal Cr~ter~al Relations 
7.1 Un~versal Criterial Relation for ~ 
In assessment of the geometrical factor for the ~ndividual types 
of channels ~nvestigated we used the exper~mental relation 1/1~ = 
= 6(Re~) as a guide for determining whether the entire measurement or 
its part was affected by the transitory reg~on ~.Actual assessment of 
H was done graph~cally from experimental relations ~ = 6(Re). With 
the use of a simple mechanical device (template) it was easy to per-
form transformation to Prandtl's universally valid law of frict~on and 
d~rectly read off the value of H. 
/35 
In our search for the dependence of H on channel geometry, the ex-
perimental values of H were plotted consecut~vely ~n relation to L*, 
Lmax1dh and a combination of the two in the form (L~ax/r.dh). The re-
sults are shown ~n fig. 21 through 24 in such a manner that. the indi-
vidual invest~gated variants can be identified by mark~ngs of exper-
imental points. (The used symbols are shown ~n tables for geometry 
A and B.) Figures 21 and 22 are practically ident~cal, however the 
latter figure shows only differentiation of geometry A and B and also 
includes results obta~ned by Rybacek [3]. 
Smooth annulus is represented by a single po~nt w~th ~ndicated 
dispersion which includes the results obtained by the Institute of 
Nuclear Research, by Rybacek [3] and Ort [4], as shown in fig. 27. 
The factor L* does not depend on it practically at all in the case 
of small annuli from a curvature of V1 /V2 ~ 0.4 and up (see fig. 53) 
and has a value of 0.934. This value of L" represents the absolute 
minimum of L*. There is no geometry that could have a lower L*. 
com~ar~son of fig. 21, 23 and 24 clearly shows that the relat~on 
H = f (L ) results in a substantially smaller d~spers~on of experi-
mental points than is dependence of on two other factors. Thus, we 
are of the opinlon that the integral geometrical cr~ter~on L* def~nes 
channel geometry better than factors (Lmax1dh) and (L~ax/r.dh). 
The dependence of 
the relation 
on channel geometry can be now expressed by 
H = 0.268 to 0.842 (L*)-1.2 ( 35) 
I 
1 
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Nevertheless, the exception in this relat~on ~s formed specifical-
ly by a smooth tube, the law of turbulent fr~ctl0n of which we used as 
the basis for our processing. Relat~on (35) y~eld for a tube the value 
of H = 1.1 instead of the correct value H = 1. 
/3E 
We have failed so far in finding a sat~sfactory explanation for 
this contradiction. The simplest and most probable explanation might 
be that the used method, to ~nclude the integral geometrical character-
istic, represents only a certain degree of approx~mation of actual con-
d~tions and, as such, cannot be ~n agreement w~th all empirical findings. 
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However, we must realize at the same time that a c~rcular channel 
represents from the viewpoint of all other types of channels a certain 
extreme in two d~rections: 
1. It is the only channel in which the local value of tangential 
stress on the wall is 1dentical w1th the median value of T. 
2. Of substantially more importance is tile fact that for all 
practical purposes purely long1tud~nal flow ex~sts solely in c~rcular 
channels. In all other types of channels that were subjected to exper-
imental invest~gation, there was evidence of a secondary transverse 
flow which strongly affects the distribution of T along the wetted cir-
cuit and which necessar~ly must also become reflected in the extent of 
pressure losses. A possible exception from this allegation m~ght be 
formed by annular channels. However, the results of measurements made 
so far still show enough divergence to preclude formation of an unequi-
vocal conclusion. 
An answer to these problems could be provided only by a well-found-
ed theory of turbulent flow ~n channels with a random cross section --
if it can be formulated. 
F~nally, plotted in fig. 25 are all our exper1mental results pro-
cessed in the form of relation (21) with theoretical values of H ac-
cord~ng to relation (35). The median error in comparison with rela-
tion (20) is less than 10%, which in view of the overall accuracy of 
the experiments can be considered to be a very good result. 
In this manner the relation (21) in connect~on with relation (35) 
represents a criter~al equation for the coeffic1ent of fr1ction losses 
the validity of wh~ch ~s not lim~ted to merely a certa~n channel geo-
metry. We will prove its potential application to all types of chan-
nels sub para 8. 
7.2 Universal Criterial Relation for Nusselt's Cr1ter~on /37 
All of our experiments were conducted ~n such a manner as to have 
the thermal factor in the reg10n of balanced thermal condit10ns range 
between ~ = 1.2 to 1.3; median temperature W = 1.27. As the character-
istic thermokinet1c factor for individual geometr1cal var~ants was se-
lected and computed from experiments the value of nusselt's cr~terion 
for Re = 5.104 • We then gradually ver1fied whether th~s value can be 
brought into an unequ~vocal dependence on some of the simple comb1na-
tions of factors ~, Lmax and dh/dT' wh~ch can be arr~ved on the basis 
of certain clear concepts of the transfer condit~ons ~n a channel. In 
this manner we have proven thn th~s requ~rement can be met only by 
the geometrical c~~ter~on ~ - • The dependence of the values N~5 on 
the geometrical cr~ter~on ~ is shown in f~g. 28. Mark~ng of the 
experimental points again fac~Iitates identificat~on of the individual 
var~ants being investigated. 
Figure 29 shows the same dependence, but point mark~ngs serve only 
to differentiate geometry A and B. Exper~mental results arrived at by 
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K. Rybacek [3] are also 1ncluded. His exper1ments were carried out 
at other values of ~ than were our exper1ments. As much as facili-
tated by data 1n [3], we computed the thermal cond1t10ns for the ex-
periments done by Rybacek and converted h1S results to our conditions 
by means of Kutateladze's relat10n (13). In sp1te of the fact that 
the chosen approach can be considered to be only a rough approx1mat1on 
of actual condit1ons, the coincidence between those values and our own 
results is good. 
The 1nterpolated relation in fig. 28 could be expressed by 
N u. = 9 7 • (L * ~) -'0 • 9 1 ( 36 ) 
If we assume that even 1n the case of channels w1th a complex 
c1nfiguration the effects of termophysical properties of the coolant 
can be expressed by means of the factor p~0.4 and the effect of the 
the~mal factor by Kutateladze's relation, than from relation (36) we 
obtain a modified known relation for a circular channel: 
Nu. = 0.022. P/t°·4. Re o • s • (L* ~t)-J·91. 't/I-o.ss (37) 
I I 
Thus, relation (36) precisely intersects the p01nt which corres- /38' 
ponds tothe value Nu.s for an air-cooled c1rcular channel. 
Let us return one more time to the diagrams 1n f1gures 28 and 29. 
In comparison with invest1gation of pressure losses, the results on-
tained in experimental investigation of heat transfer with a V1ew to 
the number and type of measured factors always burdened by larger er-
rors. At the same time, investigat10n of heat transfer 1S more sub-
jected to the distorting effects of the trans1tory region ~ and of 
the entry sector. If we become aware of th1S fact, we can assess the 
dispersion of experimental points on these diagrams as relatively 
small. 
Nu. 
F1gures 30 and 
= 6 (Re) adapted 
31 show plotting 
1n the form 
dh Nu.. ( L* ern a .g 1 
97 
of all exper1mental relations 
= 6 (Re) (38) 
Points which lie beyond the reg10n of ± 10~~ 1n compar1son to the 
relation (37) belong for the1r major part to a few geometr1cal conf1g-
urat10ns for WhlCh it was not possible to unequ1vocally deter~ne 
whether the measurement was affected by one of the mant10ned factors 
or not. 
Equation (37) can again be regarded as a cr1ter1al relation for 
Nusselt's number, wh1ch is not bound to a slngle spec1f1c geometry. 
Nevertheless~ in compar1son w1th the cr1ter1al relat10n for ~, the use 
of th1S equat10n 1S llm1ted by several condit1ons: 
1. The bas1c cond1tion. which we p01nted out already sub para 5, 
1S suitab1lity of equation (26) for computat1on of heat transfer in a 
specific case. Otherwise this condition may be def1ned so that heat 
transfer must be dependent on the actual distr1bution of the local co-
eff1cient of heat transfer along the heat-exchang1ng surface. 
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2. Relation (37) was der1ved from exper1mental values measured 
in channels w1th a flow-through cross section represented by a singly 
of doubly connected region. No exper1mental documentation aws ava11-
able for multiple connected reg10ns and suitab1lity of relat10n (37) 
for such cases would f1rst have to be establ1shed. 
3. contrary to relat10n (21), it was not possible to compare 
equation (37) with a larger number of other authors' exper1mental 
find1ngs regard1ng var10US channel geometries. 
7.3 Thermal Entry Sector /39 
In an effort to make widest possible use of experimental mater1el 
and to obta1n as many specifically formulated findings, I attempted to 
der1ve from the experimental progressions of ~ = 6 (xl the dependence 
of length Lr on channel geometry. We were 1n~~rested in find1ng out 
whether integral geometr1cal characteristics could also be used in this 
case as an unequ1vocal geometrical cr1ter10n. We were aware at the 
same time of the fact that experimental documentation, in view of the 
overall concept of our experiments and accuracy of measurements, was 
not exactly the most sU1tabie for this purpose. For that reason we 
regard our results to be merely the first bit of informat1on offered 
about this problem and an incentive showing the approach to th1s par-
ticular problem. Thus, we shall limit our comments to a mere list1ng 
of our conclusions: 
Distribution of the coeff1cient of heat transfer along the model 
can be described by equation 
a: = 1 + 0.1 Lr}'l (39) 
nco 
Th1S equation formally coincides with the equation for distribu-
tion of n 1n a C1rcular channel, which -- with reference to the study 
of Boelter, Young and Iverson -- is quoted 1n study [11]. 
This 
r10n, 
ants, 
Lr 1.1 
3.10. 
these 
a. 
The factor Lrl.l is an x-th sect10n coordinate w1th a. = 1.1. 
factor is a fUnction of channel geometry and of Reynol~'s crite-
whereby dependency on Re 1S substant1ally weaker. In most var1-
the experimental results of wh1ch could be used for this purpose, 
increases w1th the Reynold's cr1terion up to values of Re = 2 to 
For h1gher values of Re the value Lrl.l remains constant. For 
cases and for the reg10n Re > 3.104 we devised the relat10ns 
Lr ],1 = 6 (L*j (40) 
dft 
~ = 6 (L*~lt 
h ar ( 41) 
The resplts are plotted in fig. 32 and 33. The geometrical char-
acteristic Leven 1n this case is not an unequ1vocal character1st1c of 
the channel. As a result, relation (40) has one form for geometry A 
and another form for geometry B. 
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Relation (41) ~n compar~son with the preceding relation is rela- /40 
tively unequivocal, but experimental points show cons~derable scatter-
ing. From interpolation of experimental points we can express th~s 
relation by the equation 
L r 1.1 
----cJ.h = 25 (L* ~ J - 22 
For ~llustration we computed the experimental progress of 
the form of relation 
CI. 
- 1 x. 
= 6 (Lr 1.1 Cl. co 
( 42) 
CI. ~n 
aco 
TBe value Lr 11 was for th~s purpose computed for ind~v~dual var-
~ants from relation (42). The results are shown in fig. 34, wh~ch is 
being introduced w~thout comment. 
7.4 Effects of Thermal Factor W 
For some var~ants of geometry A we conducted experiments design-
ed to produce results that would offer more accurate ~nformat~on about 
the effects of thermal factor W in channels with complex configurat~on. 
Wall temperatures of the model were measured at a constant flow-through 
weight of coolant and at vaying values of thermal output and we deter-
mined the coefficient of heat transfer in the reg~on of developed 
thermal conditions. This approach was des~gned to suppress the effects 
of Reynold's criter~on as much as poss~ble. 
The results were processed in two ways: 
1. The f~rst approach did not take into consideration any change 
in the Reynold's cr~terion in the invest~gated cross sect~on as a re-
sult of varying values of median gas temperature in indiv~dual regimes. 
Thus, effects ~n changes of Re on the Nusselt criter~on were also d~s­
regarded. The results obtained through th~s approach are shown in f~g. 
35 in the form of the relat~on 
, . Nu. = 6 (w I ( 43) 
To prevent an eventual distortion of the results as a consequence 
of an erroneous extrapolation of the relation Nu. = 6(wl into = I, we 
related the relative value of Nusselt's cr~ter~on to the value of Nu. at 
W = 1.2. This value lies for all var~ants ~n the investigated range of 
w· 
It stands to reason that th~s approach ~s neither correct nor ~s /41 
it logical. Nevertheless, it is interesting that the exper~mental re-
sults can be well descr~bed by Kutateladze's relation (13). 
2. The second approach did take into consideration the effects 
of changes in gas temperature on the value of Re and the effects of 
the change on the value of Nu.. 
25 
,. 
The results are shm·[U in fig. 36. Their analysis showed that 
for all the investigated variants the effects of the thermal factor 
can be expressed by the relation 
Nu. 
= W- n (44) NUT ljJ = 11 
but that the exponent Jt is again a function of geometry. The depend-
ence of n on channel geometry }s expressed in ~Yt0 ways in fig. 37 and 
38.- One makes use of factor L , the other (rail as the geometrical 
criterion. 
In view of the conduct and precis~on of experiments and the used 
methodology for processing the results, point dispersion ~s not exces-
sive in either case. However, there were entirely too few experiment-
al points to warrant drawing of any conclusions from these results. 
As these exper~ments were conducted only on models of the geomet-
ry Al, it is not possible to judge which geometr~cal criter~on would 
be more su~table for this purpose. However, it can be assumed that 
same as was the case with the thermal entry sector, the most unequ~­
vocel geometrical characteristic will turn out to be the criterion 
([I #l . 
8. Comparison of the Un~versal Criterial Relation for ~ With Exper- /42 
imental Results Obtained by Other Authors 
To prove the universal applicability of the cr~terial relations 
(21) and (35) for the coefficient of friction losses ~n a w~de range 
of channel geometries, we undertook a comparison of this relation with 
exper~mental values for all types of channels for wh~ch we could find 
credible documentation in techn~cal l~terature. 
8.1 Triangular and Square Lattices of Parallel Rods 
A sheaf of parallel rods arranged into a triangular or square lat-
tice may be regarded as one of the key geometries of channels from the 
viewpoint of nuclear power eng~neer~ng. There ~s also a relatively 
large volume of exper~mental mater~el ava~~able for th~s geometry. 
For these reasons, sheaves of rods w~th parallel by-pass flow rece~ved 
the greatest amount of our attention. 
Documentation for computat~on of H in both types 9f an inf~nite 
lattice represents the dependence of the grometrical criter~on L* or 
of the geometrical factor H on latt~ce density ~/d. The graphic form 
of these dependenc~es processed on computer GIER is shown ~n fig. 39. 
Compar~son of experimental and computed values can be most vividly per-
formed by compar~ng the relat~ons 
~ = 6 L4/dl (45) 
wherein ~o is the coefficient of friction losses in a circular channel 
at a given Re. The relation (45) can be substantially simplified for 
computation. The cr~terial relation for the coefficient of friction 
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losses (21) can be substituted in 
~ =' 0.316 
the reg~on Re < 105 by the 
l Re
J 
-0.25 
lr 
relation 
(46) 
After substitutlon from equation (46) ~nto the relation (45) we obtain 
~ ~; = H 125 ( 47) 
wherein H = n (~/dl. 
A comparison of th~s relat~on with exper~mental values for a tr~- /43 
angular lattice is shown in f~g. 41. It can be stated that there ~s a 
congruence of almost 100%. 
Investigations of velocity fields and of the distrlbution of tan-
gent~al stress ln an infinite triangulat latt~ce rout~nely make use of 
models w~th a configuration shown in fig. 42. However, due to the~r 
infinite dimenslons these models are not suited for investigation of 
pressure losses, as has been experimentally shown a number of times 
already. Fig. 42 shows a comparison of exper~mental and computed 
values for this type of channel. For the sake of compar~son, the same 
figure shows the theoretical dependence for an infinite latt~ce. The 
deviations of experlmental values from theoretical dependence are 
smaller than is the dispers~on of experlmental points. Figures 43 and 
44 show a compar~son of the exper~mental dependence of ~ = n (ReI with 
theoretical dependence for various types of lattice density. The~r 
coincidence is outstanding in all cases. Figure 44 also shows the 
potential extent of effects on overall losses that can be caused by 
inert draughts between sheaves of rods and the channel proper. 
The same conclusions, ~n regards to congruence between theoret~c­
al dependence and exper~mental results, can be drawn from d~agrams 45, 
46 and 47, which show a comparison for the elements of a square lat-
tice and an inirinite square lattice. 
Into this group of channels we could also include the channel in 
fig. 54. Three rods are placed in a triangular channel w~th rounded 
corners. Study [33] invest~gated the dependence of pressure losses 
in relatlon to the relative separation of rods. The forms of theoret-
ical and exper~mental dependence are very sim~lar in sp~te of the fact 
that dependence ~ = n (SldJ ~s not monotonous. However, w~th decreas-
'ing value of Sid the differences between the two progresses ~ncrease. 
Nevertheless, it is difficult to reach any conclusions from this com-
parison. Experimental values were obtained for small values and a 
narrow range of Reynold's number. F~gure 55 shows exper~mental re-
sults recomputed into the relat~onsh~p 1/1~ = 6 (Re/~l. It ~s very 
difficult to determ~ne from these progressions whether the measurement 
was affected by the trans~tory region of~. However, that poss~b~lity 
should riot be excluded. 
8.2 Channels With a Triangular Cross Section 
Comparison of theoret~cal dependence w~th experimental values for 
channels with a cross section ~n the shape of an isosceles triangle 
turned out to go less in favor of theoretical dependence than was the /44 
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case in the preceding instance. Comparison of theory and experiment 
at varying values of the apex angle B of a channel is shown in fig. 
49 wh1ch has been essentially taken over from study [32] •. In regard 
to form, theoretical and exper1mental dependence is mutually similar 
and at a value of B = 60° they coincide also as to their absolute 
value. However, with decreas1ng S the difference between the two 
dependencies increases up to 12%. The progress of both depenc~nces 
is interest1ng in the region S+O. We orig1nally mistakenly assumed 
that this limiting case corresponds to parallel plates. Only compu-
tation of the geometrical cr1terion L*for a un1form trapezo1d with 
varY1ng values of the apex angle and varying ratio of he1ght to base 
(fig. 52) showed how strongly changes the character of the dependence 
L = 6 (t/H) in the region 8+0, t/h+O. 
The small divergence between theoretical and experimental pro-
gress could be expla1ned on the basis of the results obtained in the 
previously cited study [30]. The latter does not exclude the POSS1-
bility that in the reg10n of Re, in which the triangular channels 
were 1nvestigated, 1n a part of the channel could occur lam1nar flow. 
In that case the measurement results would be affected by the transi-
tory region ~. 
8.3 Sheaf of Rods With LongitudinalFins 
We undertook a comparison of the theoretical relation with ex-
perimental results obtained by V. Krett [37] for a sheaf of rods, 
each with three longitudinal fins. The channel diagram and the mea-
surement results are shown in fig. 56. Theoret1cal dependence 1S 
very well centered on exper1mental results obtained for 1sothermal 
and nonisothermal flow. 
8.4 Eccentric Annulus 
Eccentric annulus represents a typical example of a channel in 
which use of hydraulic d1ameter as a characteristic d1mension fa1ls. 
The more we were 1nterested to f1nd out how well would apply the cr1-
terial relation (21) with relation (35). As we did not have at our 
disposal any stud1es prov1d1ng exper1mental values, we used for com-
parison the relat10n 
_~_ = (1 - E) 00178 
~E=O (48) 
(where is eccentricity) wh1ch was used 1n study [34] and \"ras assess- /45 
ed on the basis of experimental f1ndings in stud1es [35] and [36]. 
This relation does not take 1nto consideration the experimentally 
detected weak effects of curvature. Its validity is also limited 
in the direct10n of an 1ncrease 1n E. 
In fig. 57 th1s relation is compared to two theoretical depend-
ences for VI/V 2 = 0.5i 0.95. Congruence is aga1n very good. 
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9. Conclusions 
1. An analysis of our and other authors' exper1mental f1ndings 
in the measurement of frict10n and pressure losses in noncircular 
channels with hydraulically smooth walls showed that in all cases in 
which the results have not been affected by distort1ng factors. the 
dependence ~ = 6 (R~I can be applied by s1mple transformation to the 
Prandtlian universal law of friction in a smooth tube. The transform-
at10n relation is hereby merely a function of channel geometry. 
2. On the basis of empirical findings we formulated general re-
quirements for selection of geometr1cal characteristics factors which 
could play at a h1gher level a role sim1lar to that played by hydraul-
ic diameter at the outset of research 1nto flux in noncircular chan-
nels. On the basis of these requirements we def1ned 1ntegral geomet-
rical characterist1cs (criteria) and it was empirically proven that 
these criteria relatively unequ1vocally define the geometry of non-
circular channels from the viewpoint of pressure losses and transfer 
of heat. 
3. We used these geometrical criteria to process experimental 
materiel from research of pressure losses and of heat transfer in 
circular and annular channels with longitudinal fins. In this manner 
we obtained universal criter1al relations for the coeff~cient of pres-
sure losses and the Nusselt criterion. (Validity of the relation for 
Nu is of course milited to gaseous med1a with Pn - 1.) 
4. Comparison of the criterial relation for ~ with published ex-
perimental values for noncircular channels showed applicability of 
this relation for channels with the most varied configuration with 
hydraulically smooth walls. 
/46 
5. Unification and generalization of experimental mater1el wh1ch 
is fac1litated by these criter1al relations make 1t possible to expand 
our knowledge in regards to flux condit1ons 1n nonc1rcular channels as 
regards integral characteristics and provide an improved basis for the 
study of turbulent flow theory than was offered previously by the wide-
ly splintered experimental materiel. 
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Fig. 
L~st of Diagrams and Tables 
1 - Geometrical cond~tions at entry ~nto ~nvestigated channel -
geometry A. 
2 - Geometr~cal condit~ons at entry into investigated channel -
3 -
4 -
5 -
geometry B. 
Coeffic~ent of fr~ction losses ~n a smooth annulus. Results 
of measurements by the Institute of Nuclear Research. 
Dependence of coefficient of fr~ction losses ~n a smooth an-
nulus on channel curvature accord~ng to various authors. 
(Taken over from study I4].) 
Dependence of coeff~cient of intermittency in a smooth tube 
on the distance from entry and the Reynold's criterion ac-
cording to J. Rotta [15]. 
6 - Velocity changes along tube axis with Reynold's number for 
three distances away from the entry [15]. 
7 - Dependence ~ = 6 (Rej at varying conditions at entry into 
channels A2 and A3. 
8 - Dependence ~ = 6 (Re) at varying conditions at entry into 
channels AID and All. 
9 - Dependence 1/1~ = 6 (Re/~) at varying conditions at entry 
into channels A2 and A3. 
10 - Dependence 1/1~ = 6 (Re/~) at varying condit~ons at entry 
into channels AID and All. 
11 - Several examples of the form of experimental dependence of 
1//~ = 6 (Re/~) for geometry A. 
12 - Several examples of the form of experimental dependence of 
1/1~ = 6 (Re/~J for geometry B. 
13-17 - Progress of a along the length of the model at varyin& Re • 
18 - Several examples of experimental dependence of Nu = 6 (Re) 
for geometry A. 
19 - Several examples of experimental dependence of Nu = 6 (Re) 
for geometry B. 
20 - Effects of the length of a heated model on the accuracy of 
determ1nat~on of the dependence of Nu = 6 (Rej. 
21 - Assessment of the dependence of the geometrical factor on the 
geometrical criter~on t from experiments by the Institute of 
Nuclear Research. 
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Fig. 22 * Experlmental dependence of H = 6(L 1- results for geometrles 
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A and B and results obtalned by K. Rybacek [3]. 
23 - Dependence of geometrical factor on geometrlcal criterlon 
(Lma.xl dh I . 
24 - Dependence of geometrlcal factor on geometrlcal criterion 
( Lina.xIT • dh I . 
25 - ~rocessRng of experimental results ln the form of the relatl0n 
ff = 6 {tf} with geometrical factor value acc. to equatlon (35). 
26 - Comparlson of maxlmum velocity ln laminar and turbulent flow 
through smooth annull with maximum value of L. 
27 - Values of the geometrical factor for varying curvatures of an 
annular channel derived from experiments and progress of 
H = 6(Vl /V2 I according to the relation (35). 
28 - Experimental values of Nusselt's criterion for Re 5.10~ and 
W =d 1 • 27 and thelr dependence on the geometrlcal crlterl0n 
(L* a~1 • 
29 - Experimental values of Nusselt's criterion for Re = 5.10~ and W =d 1 • 27 and thelr dependence on the geometrical criterion 
(~~I; differentiation between geometry A and B, includlng 
resfilts obtained by K. Rybacek [3]. 
30 - Processing of the results of thermokinetic experlments on 
geometry A into the dependence form /7 (L* *10.91 • Nu. = 6 (ReI 
31 - Processing of the results of thermoklnetic experiments on 
geometry B into the dependence form 1 d 091 
IT{ L* ;/11' . Nu. = 6 (ReI 
32 - Experimental values of L rd~'1 and their dep~i1idence on L*. 
33 - Experimental values of LrJ~.1 and thelr dependence on (L* ~I. 
34 - Distributl0n of a along the length of the model ln the form of 
dependence ~ - 1 = 6 (L~ x I. Values of Lr 1,1 for lndividual 
variants computed from ~~tion (42). 
35 - Effects of the thermal factor on Nusselt's criterl0n at constant 
flow-through (no conslderation given to change in Reynold's 
number due to thermal effects and effects of thlS change on Nu.). 
36 - Effects of the thermal factor on Nusselt's crlterlon at constant 
values of Re. 
37 - EXfa~imental values of exponent n as a function of crlterl0n 
(L orrl . 
38 - Experlmental values of exponent n as a function of crlterion t. 
39 - Dependence of the geometrical criterion t and the geometrical 
factor H on the density of triangular and square lattices. 
~ 
Fig. 40 - c~mputed progress of ~~ = 6(~1 for a triangular and square lat-
t1ce. 
41 - Change of coefficient of friction losses with the density of a 
triangular lattice; compar1son of cr1terial relation (21) with 
exper1ments. 
42 - Comparison of computed and exper1mental values of ~/,~o for the 
used cell models of an 1nfinite tr1angular latt1ce. 
43 - Comparison of experiments and computat10ns for a triangulac 
lattice (in cases when 1t can be regarded as inf1n1te). 
44 - Continuation of fig. 43. 
45 - Comparison of experiments and computations for elements of a 
square lattice [27]. 
46 - Continuation of fig. 45. 
47 - Comparison of computations and exper1ments for a square lattice. 
48 - Dependence of C and H on the apex angle of an isosceles tr1angle. 
49 - Comparison of computed and experimental values [32] for a chan-
nel with an isosceles triangle cross section. 
50 - Coefficient of fr1ct1on losses in an isosceles tr±angle [29]. 
51 - Extent of the laminar region in a channel with an isosceles 
triangle cross section w1th an apex angle of 11.5 0 [30]. 
52 - Values of [for a regular trapezoid. 
* 53 - Values of L for a rectangle and an annulus. 
54 - Comparison of computed and experimental data of study [33]. 
55 - Results of the study [33], recomputed into form 1/1~ = 6(Re~l 
56 - Coeffic1ent of fr1ct10n- losses 1n a sheaf of rods with longi-
tudinal f1ns [37]. 
57 - Dependence of the coefficient of fr1ction losses on eccentricity 
of an annular channel. Compar1son of computat10ns with relat10n 
from study [34]. 
Tables: Geometr1cal character1stics of models A. Table I and II. 
Geometr1cal character1stics of models B. 
Table of annular channels made at the Insttitute of Nuclear Resear 
~ 
Geometrical character1st1cs of models from study [3]. 
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GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OEMODELS - A. 
-----------------------------------------
TABLE I. 
---
----.---- ---T--1-i~i~ - 0 
[Variant If No. of chqnnel ~mnd01 model tube D 
'1& symbol f1°ns ~ -- n ~ '0 
I 1) 1 __ 0_ Iznoc~m': L Il --? - --mm-~- -m-m I - nun 
t-------t------I----- ____ I 0------ - - L ____ ---
81 0+ lroo 25+0 ,03 [Al "5+0 ,0) ,_0,1 J, -0 09 't ,~ -0,03 
_ • ___ ______ 0 ____ • ____ __ __ __ __ 
1 ~ I ~4 
? IIiJ I .. - .. _- -- .. _- -_ .. --
, t!I I .. .. .. .. 
f----
4 + I )6 I -----1------------] ---- ------
____ .. -=---=_= _J 50t_70:g:~~_ ~~~~;~;_~; 
mm 
+0, J 4,7:3_0 25 __ L __ 
--~~+0, 1 
3',)'"_0 02 
'--------
B 
-_-~-r;-:;-,_., 
__ __-1 
1,15+0 ,15 0 
_____ -0,3 I 
-- --~ 
_.. . 
1. r,,,,+O ,(lq .. 
'") .... -0 ·~2 --
______ , - ________ 0--1 
J,- ,'-;.1 
-0,14 -0,09 
~ 24+0 ,16 1 "'("l+0'1~ 
- a ~t': -- -- -------
5 X" - "_0 _~ "_0 _" ___ 2,91+ '0") -"--
I 6 0" _ ,,_ _ n _ -_-_-:;--_-_-- 1-,-;7-~!~5- --.. --j 
~ -0 07 -- ---
7 0 60 _ ~ ~-50,~95+0,i-4-1:-95·o;65- 5-;;4+0> -0]--)-/0;1 I 
-0 ,05 -0,1 -0,2 '0 -0,15 I 
a <>" _ .. _ _" _- ___ " __ -- 2~-94=4-(f,-1~ _" - I 
r--- -e,1S 
9 D." _" _ I~_JI _ -" _ 1,4:/0-,i-5 -:= .. -0 1 
10 &. ?4 70 )+0 04 5~ 2~+o,b)--41-25+-0,oj - 4 7)+0:3"- -~5';'O,15 
I _' - ' ___ ' -o,or') '-0,0) , -O,?S ' -0,3 
11 A" "I' .. .. -3-0--2-+-0~1-- --.. -----
-- --- -- '-OO?--
1 ---1.-'--~-~- ---- --- 1 12 £.. _ .. ." .. - - - ;.- ~o~.(), off -- ---,-, -
I _ - - - - - - I ., t -C' (:~ --;- --
________ 1 _________ _ 
1) Y 36 _ J·i _ 50 7040 ,00 41 80...0,17 ') 24+0 ,16 1 29+0 ,11 
. ' -o,bJ __ ~ __ :~!25 __ '_-=-0.11~ , -0,09 
14)..." _" _ _It _ _ ,,_ 2,91+0 ,2'1 " 
__ -0,::5 
15." _ .. _ _It _ _ It _ 1,57+(Y'O"'IJrl---o----I 
_n r:? " 
~ 
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GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MODELS A. 
TABLE II. 
Variant Flo~thru \vetted Heated 
I----~-r 
L* ~h 
number surfa~ circuit circuit dh·10 dT 1".10 s.]O 
t-
ST
•
1O 
2 
m 10 m m 
---~ ---
1 ),037 0,3'34 ),049 1,900 1,13G 1,205 
------ -
------
---
r-'---~--
2 ') ,004 5,57? 3,020 2,214 1,120 1,195 J 
~ J ),126 4,053 2,309 2,'>76 1,056 1,116 
-
4 ",887 7, ')oS 5,)6) l,4GCI 1,2f3l 1,206 
l 
-----... 
/-------- --------- ------ -
5 ",fl95 6,2)6 ),692 1,921 1,2)) 1,215 
-
6 3,057 5, ?6') 2,7?1 ?,'J'» 1,1)6 1,19? 
--
7 '2,61)1 10,549 0,004 1,()20 1,646 1,4)8 
.-- -------- -
------
6 ?,M4 7,671 5,1?7 1,504 1,478 1,4)6 
---- -
-- -------
--- --
---
9 3,005 5,"'~2 3,338 2,043 1,249 1,)04 
--- ----
-- ---
-
----
-
10 1,767 6,058 ),849 1,10'" 1,047 1,ocn 
-
-- - -
-----
11 1,A15 5,?36 J,n?8 1 ,)06 1,076 1,141"1 1 
I? , ,056 4,517 2,309 1,64) 1,049 1,118 I 
-
----
13 1,617 7,572 5,363 0,A54 1,098 1,119 
'"' 
-
-----
------
- -
14 1,7?5 5,900 3,6C')2 1,169 1,160 1,210 
------
-
r' 15 1 ,700 4,9(19 ?,721 1,4')0 1,111 1,179 
------
16 1,4?1 10,21? 8,004 0,557 1,309 1,24) 
----
------
- ------ -
---
,I 17 1,614 7,3J5 5,127 0,000 1,386 1,347 
----
-- ---
-
,t 18 1 ,·'J5 5,546 3,))13 1,251 1,240 1,285 
r----- ----- -.- - -- - - -
19 1,103 5,060 3,049 0,758 l,Ql2 0,992 
----- - .. ---
---- ------
-----
-----
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Table of Annular Channels 
Measured at the Institute of Nuclear Research. 
I I 2 D4 Designation D2 [lira] D .. twa] dh_l0 [11] -0; 
Ml 00,98 50,65 3,0)) 0,625 
I 
M2 80,98 60,55 ~,04J 0,740 
-I 
llJ 7O,) 50,65 1,965 O,7~ 
1.14 70,3 60,55 0,975 0,861 
M5 6),99 50,65 1,n4 0,792 
I 
i )46 63,9'3 60,5~ 0,J4~ 0,946 , 
I 
--
Geometrical Characterl.stics of Hodels from study [3]. 
SMOOTH ANNULAR CHANNELS 
D2 Dl D2/D1 Length dh L'" Type of cooling ,\/dT of model 
- ----- - - -
_. -
.. ----
mm mm II mm 
)8 16 2,)76 2,0 ?? 0,9J~ cooled core 0,002 
.----
----------- -- - - -)8 25 1,'i2 2,0 1) 0,9)2 
--"-- 0,967 
-
'8 32 1,188 2,0 6 0,935 --"-- 0,943 
'38 16 2,'76 2,0 22 0,9)2 bilateral cooling dll---d::'=O,882 i 
Tl 
~=1,O6 
-
--
-38 16 2,376 2,0 22 0,QJ2 cooled sleeve 1,06 
- -
ANNULAR CHANNELS WITH A LONGITUDINALLY FINNED CORE (GEOMETRY A) 
• D2 D1 h 8 Length dh L* dh/dT 
of model 
---------
1IUIl mm mm run 111 mIn 
1'2 45,8 16 6,2' 1,:?6 1,9')6 15,75 1,108 1,106 
---
f--._---
---.. - --
1? Jl5,8 25 5,7) 1,05 1,990 12,05 1,000 1,0)5 
--- -------
-- ----- --_ ... - - -----_ .... - ---
12 38 16 6,2~ 1,26 1,996 10,52 1,OJ6 1,074 
-----
----.... -
----- --- ---- --- -- ------~-
12 '38 ?5 5,7'3 1,05 ~9~ _____ ~~~ 1,074 0,976 
------- ------- ----- -----
12 32 16 6,22 1,?6 1,996 6,79 1,019 0,967 
-----
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